YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO A CINCINNATI COMMUNITY BRIEFING

Iran, the Peace Process, and the Future of the U.S.-Israel Alliance:
An Insider's Briefing on the 2010 Election and American Middle East Policy

Featuring

Richard Fishman
AIPAC Managing Director, Washington D.C.

Monday, November 29, 2010
7:00 p.m. • Community Program & Dessert Reception

The Manuel D. & Rhoda Mayerson JCC
8485 Ridge Road • Cincinnati

There is no charge to attend the event.
Dietary laws observed.

To register or for more information, contact Sarah Beren, Cincinnati Area Director, in AIPAC’s Midwest Office at 312-253-8998 or sberen@aipac.org.
Richard Fishman

Born and raised here in Ohio, Richard Fishman is AIPAC’s Managing Director and serves concurrently as the Executive Director of the American Israel Education Foundation, a supporting educational foundation of AIPAC.

Mr. Fishman joined AIPAC in 1985. Since that time, he has gained extensive experience in the world of politics, foreign policy development and grassroots political organizing. He has served in a variety of positions in Washington, D.C., Los Angeles, California, and, for six years, as AIPAC’s Regional Director in Florida. More recently, he served as AIPAC’s Director of Development.

In his current capacity, Mr. Fishman maintains responsibility for long-range strategic planning, the development of institutional policy, and overall management of the organization. In addition, Mr. Fishman is often responsible for special projects and the implementation of new initiatives.

In the past 19 years he has traveled extensively throughout the United States speaking about current political events, the importance of the U.S.-Israel relationship and the need for citizen involvement in the American political process. Mr. Fishman received his degree in Psychology from The Ohio State University. He resides in Rockville, Maryland, with his wife, son, and daughter.

About AIPAC

The American Israel Public Affairs Committee is the only American organization whose principal mission is to lobby the U.S. government about legislation that strengthens the relationship between the United States and Israel.

Every day, the professional staff and members of AIPAC are hard at work helping to educate members of Congress, candidates for public office, policymakers, media professionals and student leaders on college campuses about the importance of the U.S.-Israel friendship. Headquartered in Washington, D.C., the organization has 10 regional offices focused on bringing our message to legislators throughout the country.

Today, AIPAC is broadening and deepening the U.S.-Israel bond by working to secure vital aid for Israel to help ensure Israel remains strong and secure. AIPAC is working to promote strategic cooperation between the two nations, to develop sound U.S. anti-terrorist policies and to stop rogue nations such as Iran from acquiring weapons of mass destruction.

AIPAC is registered as a domestic lobby and supported financially by private donations. The organization receives no financial assistance from Israel, any national organization or any foreign group. AIPAC is a bi-partisan organization. AIPAC is not a political action committee. It does not rate, endorse or contribute to candidates. Because it is a lobby, contributions to AIPAC are not tax deductible. For more than 50 years, AIPAC has worked to make a difference. Because of your commitment to AIPAC, together we can continue to make a difference.

About JCRC

The Jewish Community Relations Council (JCRC) is the public affairs arm of Cincinnati’s organized Jewish community. We are a non-profit organization funded by the Jewish Federation of Cincinnati. The mission of the JCRC is to protect Jewish security, recognizing that Jewish security depends on a just society for all.

To achieve its mission, the JCRC works on a broad range of local, national, and international issues, concentrating its efforts in the areas of Israel, the Middle East, and anti-Semitism.